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UiPath is the world-leading automation 
tool. It is the only ‘hyper-automation’ 

platform that combines process mining 
with Robotic Process Automation 

(RPA) and a suite of other tools to 

deliver intelligent process discovery, 

accelerate RPA implementation and 
deployment times, whilst improving 

overall business performance.

RPA is the science of using software to 

undertake a task programmatically as 

though a user was in control of the 
computer. Software robots can use 

existing software on a computer to 

complete these tasks just like a human 

would, although much faster and with 
a much lower error rate.

Process mining offers objective, fact-

based insights, derived from 

automated analysis of actual data and 
procedures. This helps you to audit, 

analyse, and improve your existing 
business processes by answering both 

compliance-related and performance-

related questions.

Task mining captures user interaction 
data, analysing how people are 

performing their work, identifying how 

tasks can be improved both manually 

and through automation.

Automation with UiPath?
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As an organisation in any industry, you could benefit from UiPath:

Generating new revenue streams

Reducing cost through faster processes – with less or zero human intervention

Improving the accuracy of compliance risks

Combining different systems

Freeing employees from repetitive tasks

Providing solutions for peak hours

What can be achieved with UiPath?
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If you are struggling with a technology gap or want to

drive your digital transformation further, we can

support you.

We are happy to provide an on/offsite demonstration

of your own selected use case and show where true
benefits can be created in a short space of time.

We can help you to understand your processes,

determine which are suitable for automation,

automate them – and help you to achieve the

benefits agreed at the outset.

There is a range of specific topics with automation

we can help with:

Selection of processes for automation

Tool evaluation

Prototyping, automation development, testing

and implementation

Multiplication of automation processes

Where can MasonBreese
be of help?
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Why UiPath?
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Advantages

Exceptionally short payback period 
(typically a matter of weeks)

Free employees’ time for more 
creative/valuable work

Enhance processes’ quality

Increase processes’ efficiency and 
speed

Eliminate wasteful processes

Provide insights to decision makers 
on resource allocation

Processes

Onboarding HR

Invoice process automation

Data scraping from websites

Data entry into websites

Connecting disparate systems within a manual process

Creating a smooth customer experience
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Absolutely

We will get the job done, tailored to your specifications.

From small to large scale projects, our MB Digital team will

work with you to shape a digital solution that works for you

in your organisation.

Innovation is evolving rapidly so we ensure all our digital 
consultants and project managers are fully accredited to use 

a number of processes and data automation tools, such as

Alteryx and UiPath, whilst embracing all new digital technology.

Additionally

It is about the work that needs to be done in a cost-efficient 
and professional manner, and our approach is about working 

with you and your people.

We love to inspire, innovate and develop, whilst sharing our 

expertise and the innovative ideas that our team produce 
throughout our projects.

We put a strong focus on collaboration with both you and your 
people, allowing us to bring your goals into reality in a way that is 

sensitive to your culture and situation.

MasonBreese Data Analytics can deliver you to a new horizon

Are there benefits for me and my business
by partnering with MasonBreese?
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Get in touch to learn more

www.masonbreese.com

01534 761 461

hello@masonbreese.com

24 Hill Street, St Helier
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